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Katie: kwalters.hosanna@comcast.net

Tuesday, May 2—Volunteers
from Liberty Mutual come to
work on the property!
Friday, May 5—Brooke is back
from the Hart Gallery for another creative activity at 10:00.
Friday, May 5—SHINE prom.

We told you she was a woman of
many talents!! Above, Connie and
Orlando replace some burned vinyl siding while below, Katie and
Carolyn enjoy the end result!

Although I am sincere in my repeated message Connor’s
to remain positive through life’s consistent
changes, today’s issue will be what I plan to be unique. I
hope you are willing to open your mind and truly think. If
you have a brain-injury, all the better. There will be no convenient thinking when you want to, nor in the manner you wish
to, either. I want all my readers to think about this: Doesn’t it
seem that every life form except humans strives to reach its
maximum potential? For instance, if you were a tree, yes, there
are limits on movement, but how tall would you grow… likely as
tall as possible. Consider this — human beings differ: they
have been given the blessing/opportunity to choose. One may
decide to be all that he/she can be, or one can choose to be
less. The ongoing personal question becomes: will you stretch
yourself up to the full measure of the challenge to see what all
you can possibly do? That, my friends, I cannot answer for you.
I can, however, remind you of this telling truth. Once again,
think about this: indecision is the thief of opportunity.
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This week’s activities:

Susan: srdistefano@comcast.net

Liberty Mutual Insurance volunteers strike again! This week saw a
small but hard-working group tackling some of the smaller jobs around
the property: assembling, weeding, spreading mulch, pruning, and
planting. Thanks, guys!! We’re already planning for next year!

Susan

